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KITTY BANK
1963

Willow Grove Lanes, at Willow Grove Amusement Park, PA

This week MOLDVILLE Club members get a souvenir made fifty (50)
years ago for WILLOW GROVE LANES.  Willow Grove Lanes was a
massive bowling alley built in 1961 at the century-old Willow Grove
Amusement Park in Pennsylvania, about 15 miles north of
Philadelphia. Built by architects Powers, Daly and DeRosa, masters of
the 'California-style' bowling center), it was an 800' long "V"-shaped
building that took 15 months to build.  The main entrance was
highlighted by a solid parabola that swung skyward 116 feet and
hovered over a multicolored water fountain situated in a miniature
lake.  When you entered the building your eye was drawn to a rotating
turntable display of bowling paraphernalia.  (Credit to the book "Diners,
Bowling Alleys and Trailer Parks" by Andrew Hurley (2001), and to the
Tikiroom.)



We have had extraordinary problems molding the KITTY BANK without them cracking at the crease above the
top of the swooping roof line of the bowling alley.  Well, apparently that is nothing new.  Check out the same crack
even in the 1963 image of the KITTY BANK from a promotional photo put out by MOLD-A-RAMA (and used in
later years by Eldin Irwin) entitled "MOLD-A-RAMA - BANK PROMOTION PROGRAM".  (It was posted previously
with the weekly writeup about the BOWLING PIN.)  If yours has this particular crack, well, blame the original
designers 50 years ago!   

https://www.moldville.com/28--bowling-pin---card.html
https://www.moldville.com/28--bowling-pin---card.html


MOLDVILLE Club members should have lots of money saved by now as there are lots of banks in the lot of
souvenirs over the years, and the KITTY BANK is no exception!  The slot at the top says "CUT HERE".  The rest
of the engraving reads:

KITTY BANK

WILLOW GROVE LANES

WORLDS LARGEST

EASTON RD. AT MORELAND RD

WILLOW GROVE PARK

PENNSYLVANIA

The KITTY BANK is a moldset that was custom-made for WILLOW GROVE LANES in 1963.

Disclaimers:  The color and/or exact condition of the MOLD you get in the CLUB-A-RAMA may or may not be as shown.  Not for children under 3.

Please visit the facebook page called 'Moldville', and 'LIKE' it, to keep up to date:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MOLDVILLE/156515454416041?success=1

http://www.facebook.com/pages/MOLDVILLE.com/156515454416041?success=1
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